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Android record video screenshot

Justin Duino Android 11 introduced a number of changes, but one that can catch you off guard is how screenshots work. The functionality is mostly the same as older versions of the operating system (OS), but Google moved things around a bit. How screenshots work on Android. How to take a screenshot on Android Take a screenshot on Android 11 and later works mostly in the same way as an older
version of the operating system, but one option has been moved. Beyond holding down the physical power and volume down buttons together, the screen screen shortcut that used to appear in the Power menu has been moved to the Overview menu (also called Recent Apps). RELATED: How to take screenshots on an Android phone or tablet To access the shortcut, swipe up from the bottom of the
screen and pause to open the Overview menu. Tap the Screenshot button in the lower-left corner. This will immediately take a screenshot and bring up a preview thumbnail of the screenshot with options to Share and Edit Image. Where are screenshots on Android? When you take a screenshot in Android 11 and later, it appears in a thumbnail in the lower left along with options to Share and Edit the photo.
After a few seconds, the thumbnail disappears. Here's where people can get a little confused. Screenshots no longer appear in the notification screen. That means that if you don't action on the thumbnail's pop-up window before it disappears, you'll need to find the screenshot in the photo gallery or file manager. Screenshots are usually saved in the Screenshots folder on your device. For example, to find
your photos in the Google Photos app, go to the Library tab. Under the Photos on device section, you'll see the Screenshots folder. No matter which photo gallery or file management app you're using, look for Screenshots in your device's root storage section. A few things were swapped around and tweaked, but screenshots on Android 11 and beyond basically work the same as they did in earlier versions
of the operating system. The changes may be a bit shaky at first, but they should feel like second-nature in no time. The best Android Video Camera Android Central 2020 cameras in smartphones are getting better than ever, and that applies as much to videography as it does for photography. Fortunately, just about every high-end phone captures great footage these days. Some have great specialized
video features, while others are better suited for point and shoot videography. So what is the best Android camera to record video? Staff choice Xperia 1 II combines three great cameras — wide, telephoto and ultra-wide — with robust manual controls and a color-like 4K display that's capable of using rec. 2020 color spectrum. Sony's Cinema Pro app is based on the company's cinema camera in CineAlta
Venice, and allows you to manually set iso, focus and shutter speed, as well as use LUTs to achieve different cinematic looks. Galaxy S20 Ultra does not have 1 II's fancy manual controls (at least not for video), but it records video at up to 8K resolution. You can upload directly to YouTube of that size, or you can use the built-in gallery to trim or even downsize your recordings into something more
shareable. In lower resolutions, there is also ultra steady video stabilization, and you can take photos in HDR10+ to support displays. The V60 has a list of manual video controls almost as expansive as the Xperia 1 II, with LUTs and manual focus, plus its own great triple camera array. You can monitor your sound in happiness with LG's incredible Quad DAC, and like the Note 20 Ultra you can shoot at up
to 8K. You'll also get a secondary display you can attach to your phone, giving more room to work with when editing your recordings. $900 on Best Buy Like's predecessors, the Pixel 4 XL has amazing video stabilization. With both OIS and EIS in tow, you get buttery video, whether you're driving in a car or train, or just walking down the street with your phone in hand. For the first time on a Pixel you also get
a secondary lens in the form of a 2x telephoto (although we definitely wish Google would also have included an ultrawide). The Galaxy Z Fold 2 takes constellations with its triple camera array and shoots sharp, smooth 4K video. What makes the recording experience unique is the ability to fold the screen and support your phone like a small laptop, so you can use the cover screen that searches to take
selfie videos with the high-quality main sensors. There's even a video editor built into the gallery app, so you can easily make quick cuts to your recordings. OnePlus 8 does an admirable job in the video department, especially considering competitive prices. The 48MP primary camera offers excellent video quality and you have a convenient ultra-wide lens to fall on again. You can shoot at up to 4K
resolution at 60 FPS, or shoot 480FPS slow-mo in reduced resolutions. There is no microSD support, but the internal 128GB should be enough for most people. Shoot for the best source: Hayato Huseman/Android Central Smartphones have become pretty incredible videography tools in recent years, and these options will serve you well, whether you're vlogging or shooting your next indie movie. For the
most versatile shooter of the highest quality, go to the Xperia 1 II, a follow-up to last year's excellent Xperia 1 that offers three great cameras, robust manual video controls through the Cinema Pro app and takes photos in a cinematic 21:9 aspect ratio with the effective h.265 codec. With Cinema Pro, you can apply different looks to your photos based on CineAlta Venice, Sony's incredible 6K full-screen
cinema camera. You can also adjust settings such as project frame rate, with the ability to shoot at 24 fps, and change settings such as ISO, white balance and shutter speed on the go. This is without a doubt one of the most comprehensive video recording experiences we've seen on an Android phone, It's well worth the money for on-the-go cinematographers. The good news is that most phones these
days get good on video. Each phone listed does a good job with various specialized functions such as remote operation, EIS and background blur. Whichever phone you choose, you get a compatible camcorder (or three) that fits in your pocket. We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. get more information. Alerts are useful, telling us what's happening in our digital world and informing us
when someone is trying to reach us. But sometimes all they do is get in the way. I often want to watch a YouTube video or record video when I'm disturbed by one of my overactive Telegram chats, and the vibration always ruins my photo. I could turn on non-disturb mode, but doing it over and over again every time I want to shoot a clip can get boring. Fortunately, Android 11 seems to have a solution for it.
In Android 11, Google introduces a new camera API called setCameraAudioRestriction(), which does pretty much what you expect. Now developers can allow their apps to mute sounds, vibrations, or both while the camera app is open. This should save you from the shakey wobble you get while receiving a vibration and shooting video at the same time. It's a small change for sure, but a welcome one. There
are plenty of other new features coming to Android 11 too, so stay tuned to the site as we dig through everything you need to know! Sometimes you want to take a screenshot of your Android phone or tablet. It could be troubleshooting something that's going on, or it can just be a very funny chat you've had via messenger. Either way, you'll be able to take your screenshot and be able to share it with
someone. The problem with taking a screenshot on an Android device is that how you do it depends on the version of the operating system you have. Later operating systems are easy to do screenshots for. Older operating systems may need to be adjusted a little. First, you need to find out which version of the Android operating system your phone or tablet is using. You can do this easily by doing the
following: Turn on your Android phone and enter the main screen. Find the Settings button and tap it. You need to scroll down to About Phone and select it. Look for the Android version header (you may need to scroll to see it). The number below the Android version is the version of the Android operating system.baloon111 / Getty Images If you have an Android operating system that is over 2.3, you are in
luck. This means that you can take your screenshots by pressing two buttons. In most cases, there is the power button and volume down button on Android. That said, each manufacturer's model phone may have certain tweaks you need to perform to make your screen work. PeopleImages/Getty Images If you've been blessed with a later Android operating system, tap the power and volume button at the
same time. It should start a screen. You should see something like a miniature version of the screen that's walking away from you. In some phones, they may actually have a button that says Take screenshot. Others may have you access the Notifications menu. Georgijevic / Getty Images Android operating systems that only require power and volume down button pressed include: Google phonesHTC
phonesMotorola phonesSamsung phones (Galaxy S8 and Note 8) ZTE phones If the phone is not listed there, you can try pressing the power and volume down button to see if it will work. In many cases, it will. pixelfit/Getty Images Some Android phones require that after you press the power and volume down button, you go an extra step to take a screenshot. You must select the notification panel to reach
the quick setting and select the screen icon. This additional step appears on the following Android phones: Acer phonesAsus phonesLenovo phonesPeopleImages / Getty Images There are some phones that require another step after pressing the power and lower volume buttons. Here are the phones and steps taken after you press these buttons: Honor and Huawei phones - Select the notification panel
and select Shortcuts. Select the screen icon. LG phones - Select the notification panel and select the Capture + icon. Samsung Galaxy S7 and older - Choose the power and home buttons instead of power and lower volume buttons. Sony - Hold down the power key. A screen is displayed. Select Take screenshot. Nastasic/Getty Images If you have an Android with an operating system older than 2.3, you
probably don't have the screenshot capability. You can use a search engine and look for your phone online to confirm. If this is the case, you can still get the screenshot feature with the app No Root Screenshot It. Download it from Google Play. skynesher / Getty Images No Root Screenshot It requires you to have a USB cable to connect your phone to your computer. Once you've downloaded the app from
Google Play, their app will instruct you on how to download the free data app. You must then run the desktop app with your phone connected to your computer. Each time you restart your phone, you'll need to connect it to your computer to reinstall the screenshot app. S3studio/Getty Images Your screenshots are usually in your gallery files and can be under a folder called Screenshots. To find your
screenshots, select the Gallery app on the screen and scroll to look for a folder called Screenshots. Select that folder and your screenshots should be there. If you can't find your screenshots, make sure you've taken them and, if necessary, check the user manual or search the web to find out which folder they're in for your phone model. musmellow/Getty Images Once you have screenshots, you can send
them an email, post them on your favorite social media, or share them with friends. You can send them to the phone support to if you have a problem with your phone. It may be especially useful to have screenshots, especially if you use your phone as your primary Internet link. RyanJLane / Getty Images
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